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Making Systems Work Together

-

There was no sign of a recession at this year's Inlernalional Symposium on
Electromagnetic Compalibilily (EMC). The convergence of experts from
computer companies, defense contractors and the military together with the
usual complement of interference and compatibility engineers swelled attendance to a new record: more than 700 people came to the conference in
Santa Clara, CA, in the heart of Silicon Valley.
The tone of the September 8-10 meeting was set by Dr. Walter LaBerge of
Lockheed Missiles & Space Co. when he warned of impending EMC problems
in increasingly complex military hardware. "The world is going to get coupled
together and whether it works is still to be determined," be said. LaBerge, the
keynote speaker, catalogued the large number of "smart" weapons coming
on line-especially those with very high speed integrated circuits (VHS1C)and pleaded for renewed emphasis on their operations in the real world. Precautions must be taken, he said, to make sure that diverse electronic equipment can operate together without harmful electromagnetic interference
(EMI)
.
. in all environments, at home and abroad, in a conventional conflict as
well as in a tactical nuclear war. Planners must look beyond the rules dictated
by the Federal Communicarions Commission (FCC), he advised.
The Aegis Cruiser

A clear example of the complexities of the task at hand is the new Aegis
Combat System aboard the Ticonderoga, the navy's latest-guided-missile
cruiser: it boasts25 individual radars, sonarsand communication and weapon
svstems. A dozen of these either radiate or receive electromagnetic radiation
making compatibility anecessity. Milton Kant, an EMC engineer with RCA's
Government Systems Division in Moorestown, NJ, admitted that there are
EMC problems on theTiconderoga even though it is hardened by an ordzr of
magnitude greater than any other navy ship sailing today.
The heart of the Aegis control system is the AN/SPY-IA, a high-powered,
phased array radar capable of tracking hundreds of targets simultaneously.
Richard Durham, also from RCA, said that during the Ticonderoga's recent
sea trials there were no RFI incidents related to the AN/SPY-1A radar, and
that the cruiser can operate in a fleet environment where other ships are using
the same radar. The ship's X-and L-band radars, however, are not yet free of
interference, according to Kant.
In an interview, Kant said that thevarious systems used on theTiconderoga
were essentially off-the-shelf equipment. He recommended a new research
and development program to improve inter-system compatibility. Similar
pleas were voiced by other experts at the meeting.
Kant discounted a recent Congressional report that the Aegis cruiser is top
heavy and unstable. The claims should be taken with "a grain of salt," he
(continuedp. 2)

EMC Symposium Icontinuedfromp.1)
said. (The House Appropriations Committee report has not
been made public.) The navy maintains that the Ticonderoga
met all its objectives during the trials, including speed. "Although the ship has grown in weight, it is not overweight and
it is not unstable," a navy spokesman said.
CREAM Program
Dr. Robert Haislmaier, an EMC advisor to the Chief of
Naval Operations, presented a progress report on the navy's
Combat Readiness Electromagnetic Analysis and Measurement (CREAM) Program. He termed it an "aggressive get
well" effort for EM1 control. Begun in 1979, the program is
developing three new test sets: for antennas and transmission
lhes (AN/PSM-40), for arc detection (AN/PSM-41) and for
intermodulation interference (IMI) (AN/PSM-42).
The antenna test set, devised by the Systron Donner Corp.,
Van Nuys, CA, has performed well in trials and a follow-up
contraci has been aw&ded.~hearcdetector. developed by the
James Biddle Co. in Blue Bell, PA, has proved itself uheful in
locating RF arcing, caused by induced ioltages in sbipboard
structures capable of generating broadband noise interference
to receiving equipment. similar success is anticipated for the
IMI test set developed by the Atlantic Research Corp. of
Alexandria, VA. (IMI occurs when two or more high-power
transmitters induce RF currents through non-linear junctions
in a ship's hull and superstructure. Resulting re-radiation can
degrade the performance of sensitive receiving devices.) Engineering development contracts for the latter two sets are
scheduled to be awarded in fiscal year 1983.
The CREAM program is also sponsoring a new RF/microwave measurement set, the AN/PSM-46. According to Haislmaier, current ways of measuring radiation on ships are
"complicated and inadequate!' The objective, he said, is "to
make sure our people are protected!' Design specifications
for thenavy's test set are keyed to tbenew American National
Standards .Institute (ANSI) safetv standard (C95.1). The
meter will not measurk absoiute poker densities but wiil yield
a relative reading of the weighted signal
- levels compared to
the maximum intermittent exposure. In response to a request
for proposals, the navy has just received two bids from meter
manufacturers. These are in the process of being evaluated
and a contract could be awarded by the end of the calendar
year.

-
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Computing Devices
The FCC's computing devices rules (Part 15, Subpart J) on
EMC have prompted increased attention to interference
issues from a large number of computer and video game
manufacturers. Lawrence Movsbin, an attorney with McKeuna, Wilkinson & Kittner in Washington, DC, presented a
tutorial on his interpretation of the commission's regulations
to a packed audience. While all Class A eauipment (intended
for iommercial use) first marketed alter d c ~ o b e r1,1981 and
all equipment manufactured after October 1, 1983 must be
verified for compliance with the rules, there are uncertainties
as to how the commission will deal with existing but modified
devices. Movshin offered three rules of thumb: (1) when
changes are made, test; (2) bring the device into compliance
whenever possible; and (3) maintain records so tbat, if audited, a contpany can show a good faith effort to comply.
Movshin closed his remarks with some advice: "The FCC
has the authority to force compliance, so don't ignore the
rules because the FCC will find you and get you!' To back up
his warning, he said that the commission takes complaints

from competitors "very seriously." In addition, he said that
the commission was stepping up its audits and cited as an example a recent check of all equipment in a retail store in
Baltimore.
Computer Interference
One intriguing example of the growing susceptibility of
modern computers to EM1 was revealed by Robert Goldblum
of R&B Enterprises in Plymouth Meeting, PA. Hesaid that he
had a client at the World l l a d e Center in downtown New
York City whose computers were going "haywire!'
Goldblum told Microwave News that many computers were not
designed to operate in environments with spurious electric
fields: fields of 1-10 V/m and sometimes as high as 20 V/m are
not uncommon in congested urban areas. Retrofitting can be
very expensive, costina lens of thousands of dollars, and in
some cjsrs manu~ilctu~ers
are not covering EM1 effecls under
their warranties. Goldblum said that he is receiving two or
three calls a month from New York City alone, alleging EMI,
mostly from companies with computers in high-rise buildings
in line-of-sight with the Empire State Building or the World
Trade Center antennas.
(In its July 19 issue, Computerworld described "intermittent hardware failures" among users of Hewlett-Packard
HP 3000 computer systems. The article cites a HewlettPackard spokesman as saying that radio transmissions from
the Empire State Building and the World Trade Center are
responsible for interference to H P disk drives.)
There are no federal standards governing computer susceptibility to EMI. Indeed, it is not clear which agency would he
responsible for such regulations.
Open Area Test Sites
By far the best attended session at the meeting was the
workshop on open area test sites. With new FCC EM1 requirements for devices with integrated circuits, there has been
amovement towards imoroved technioues for measurine and
characterizing radiated emissions. Manufacturers are striving
for more standardized and reliable testing orocedures to ensure that design changes are cost effectivi.'~onaldHeirman
of Bell Labs in Holmdel, NJ, described the constructionof an
all-weather, open field test site. He stressed that they are not
necessarilv. verv. exoensive:
his cost onlv about %60.000.
.
. . excluding the price of real estate and inslrumentation.
Edwin Bronauah reviewed the work of the ANSI C63 ComCoordination of which he is the
mittee on ~adior~lectrical
chairman. Subcommittee 1 is in the proc<ss of revising the
C63.4 standard for the "establishment and characterization
of open air test sites for EMC measurements!' The eighth
draft of the proposed revision is now up for avote. A subcommittee meeting has been re-scheduled to consider the ballots
and will now be held on November 3 at the FCC in Wasltington, DC. The full C63 committee will meet the following day.
Bronaugh, who recently moved to Electro-Metrics in Amsterdam. NY. from tlte Southwest Researclt Institute in San Antonio, TX, said that he hoped that the (263.4 standard would
be adopted early in 1983.
At the end of September, Leonard Thomas, Sr.. the secretary of C63, said that it is oossihle tbat a ninth draft will have
to be circul~tedamong thd subcommittee members before the
proposal is presented to the full committee for a final vote.

-
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The date and location of next year's EMC meeting has just
been changed. The 1983 symposium will now be held at the
Hyatt Regency-Crystal City in Arlington, VA, on August
23-25. Q
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Reagan Signs Communications Bill:
FCC Granted Authority To Set RFI Standards

-

As exnected.
r~~~~ . President Reaean siened the Communication
~ m e n d k e n t sAct of 1982i"lo law on September 13. Public
Law 97-259 authorizes the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) to set minimum performance standards for electronic equipment used in the home in order to reduce its susceptibility to radiofrequency interference (RFI). (See MWN,
September 1982.) Among other provisions, the amendments
allow the FCC to stop licensing CB radio operators and to
sim~lifvits orocedures for issuine amateur radio licenses. The
managing director of the FCC has appointed J. task force to
sort out the commission's responsibilities under the new law
and to expedite its implementation.
The Senate and House had originally passed their own bills
(S.929 and H.R. 5008). The differences between the two versions were reconciled in a House-Senate conference at the end
of August: the resulting legislation (H.R. 3239) was approved
by the President.
While the commission can now issue RFI standards, il does
not have to do so. As the conference repon (House Report
No. 97-765) explains: "In view of complaints regarding home
devices, the conferees believe that commission authority to
impose appropriate regulations on home electronic equipment and systems is now necessary to insure that consumers'
home electronic equipment and systems will not be subject to
malfunction due to RFI. However, the legislation does not
mandate [the] commission [to] exercise this authority; that
decision is well within the technical expertise of the agency."
The final determination on whetheror not to set standards
lies with thecommission'schief scientist. An FCC staffer said
that the issue was still under review and that no decision bas
yet been made on how to proceed.
One expert predicted that the FCC would not move to set
standards immediately. Lawrence Movshin, an attorney with
McKenna, Wilkinson & Kittner in Washington, DC, told
MicrowoveNews that he expects the commission to use the
new authority to press industry into adopting voluntary
guidelines.
In the reoort accomnanvine the bill. the conferees Dreemut
state and ldcal action dn l%
regdatio&s.
=I
They state ihat oniy
the FCC bas the jurisdiction to deal with RFI incidents.
The original House bill (H.R. 5008) contained a provision
that would have authorized independent laboratories to test
nndcertify devices for their potential to cause RFI. The Comnuter and Business Eouioment Manufacturers Association.
L o n g others, objected: companies were worried tbat con:
flicts of interest would arise if the FCC delegated its certification authority to private companies. The FCC agreed and
withdrew the proposal. d)
u

~

~
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EPA and OSHA Delay Health Standards
The release of advanced notices of proposed rulemaking
(ANPRM) on new radiofrequency and microwave (RF/MW)
radiation standards by the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) and the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OHSA) have been delayed. Both agencies were scheduled to issue notices in September; EPA a guidance for general population exposures and OSHA a standard for occupationally exposed workers.
At EPA, the ANPRM is now in "red border" review. This
is the last step in the agency's evaluation process when all proMICROWAVENEWS Ocrober 1982

posals are examined by the senior EPA staff and are forwarded to Administrator Anne Gorsuch for a final decision.
Thereis no word as to whether Gorsuch willsign the ANPRM.
If she does. it would nrobablv be nublished in the Federal
~ e ~ i s l e r i n ~ o v e m boenre. EPA staifmember said that if it is
aooroved. the Office of Radiation Proarams would still trv to
meet its original schedule of publishkg a proposed rul; in
September 1983 and final guidance in September 1984.
At OSHA, a draft ANPRM will be submitted to agency
management in mid-October. If approved without changes, it
would take about 4-6 weeks to publish the notice. (In May,
OSHAofficiallvorooosed to deleteall itsvoIuntarvstandards
including its advisor; I0 mW/cm2 RF/MW standbrd.)
OSHA has received a report on the potential economic impacts of various occupational RF/MW standards from its
contractor. Centaur Associates of Washington. DC. According to an OSHA staffer, the consulting firm's analysis is t m
sketchy to satisfy the Reagan Administration's executive
order requiring that econom~canalyses accompany all major
proposed rules. Due to budgetaw constraints, OSHA has no
plans to let another contrac~.T& agency does not intend to
release the Centaur report.
Work is continuing on the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health's (NIOSH) criteria document on
RF/MW radiation. While the timetable for its completion is
not fm,adraft for internal review could be completed by the
end of the calendar year. Cdl
Minnesota Advisow Panel
Reviews DC ~ower.LineSafety
A Minnesota scientific advisory panel investigating the
health effects of high-power DC lines has concluded that
thereis no evidence they pose hazards. I n a September 2 draft
report to the Minnesota Environmental Quality Board
(MEQB),the group reviews and rules out possible harmful effects from electromagnetic fields, air ions and electric shocks
from the lines. A minority report appended to the draft, however, slates that too little is known about air ions toissuesafety assurances.
The investigation is part of a MEQB project for reevaluating the state's power line construction permit requirements. The board's efforts began several years ago in response
to local opposition to the construction of a.430-mile, 800-kV
DC line, which is now in operation between a North Dakota
coal field and Minneapolis, MN. In addition to the panel's
final report, MEQB will consider the msults of an $86,000 retrospective study on the health and performance of dairy cattle
near the line, underway at the University of Minnesota's College of Veterinary Medidne, and an interim report o b the
state's ongoing monitoring of the power line's electric fields
and ion currents. The board will review permit requirements
in December.
In the majority draft report, six out of seven panel members
conclude that no new standards addressing power line safety
are needed, though they do call for more research on air ions.
They recommend that the state continue its monitoring program and that it offer support for an epidemiological study.
The panel also notes that AC fields within the line's powdrconverter stations might affect pacemakers and asks the
state's health department to evaluate this hazard.
Although the panel found "behavioral and biological effects have been reported in the literature at ion concentrations
3

-

10-10' times greater than ambient levels." it concludes that
such exposure "at distances more than a few hundred meters
from the conductors appears unlikely." It also states, however, that "there are insufficient data to determine what effects, if any, might he observed with exposures to high ion
concentrations over extended oeriods of time!' Accordine to
the report, "air ions and/or charged aerosols, measure; as
enhanced electric fields. can orohahlv be carried downwind
from the line for hundreds ok meter;before the fields dissipate to natural backmound levels!'
In the minority report, panel member Dr. Robert Brambl
concedes that there is no oroof of ill effects caused bv air ions
but argues that the "uneGen quality and limited quantity" of
research makes risk assessment impossible. He recommends
that air ion concentrations in the vicinity of the line "be reduced to ambient levels by any of several technical modifications of the transmission line that are now available!,
The draft, which includes an executive summary. is now heing circulated for review. According to George ~ u r f e eman,
ager of the MEQB's Power Plant Siting Program, a final
report should he out in early November. An interim report on
the state's monitoring program and the results of the dairy
cattle study will also he out in November. a

Industry Legal and Policy Seminar
The Electronic Industries Association (EIA), the Associalion of Home Appliance Manufacturers (AHAM) and the
National Association of Broadcasters (NAB) are sponsoring a

to he
seminar on RFRadiafion: Le.ealandPolicv I~n~licafions
t
VA, bctoher 27-29.
held at the Homestead in ~ o Springs,
The meeting is designed "to give participants an authoritative
overview of problems caused by arousal of the public's fears
of 'radiation,' and to consider how these oroblems. which
confront manufacturers and users of electronic and eiectrical
equipment, may be solved!'
Dr. John Osepchuk of Raytheon, the organizer of theseminar, expects up to IS0 people to attend. l n a telepltone interview he said that "people in industry, like the general public.
need to he educated!' Oulv in this wav.
-.he went on. "can we
defend ourselves!'
One of themaior issues to be addressed at themeetineis
" - the
~~~siting of new radiofrequency and microwave sources. Jules
Colten, a consulting.engineer
from Wasltin~ton.
- . DC. and Lt.
Col. Peter Daley, an environmental advisor to the Secret&
of the Air Force, will review commercial and militarv sitine
problems.
In the letter of invitation, EIA Vice-President John Sodolski states that there is an "irrational fear" of radiation from
60 Hz to the higher nlicrowavc frequencies: "The organizers
of this seminar belie~ethat this 'radiation fear' phenomenon
is based primarily on unfounded allegations of scientific fact
and r u ~ o r s ,and on irresponsible behavior by a few individuals in both the media and professional communities. We
believe that to preserve the health of US electrical technology
and its use by society, responsible manufacturers and users
must take steps aimed at positive objectives in the areas of
public policy, regulation, scientific research and public education!' And, "If, as we believe, there is no scientific basis for
many of these fears, then it is important that we present a
vigorous defense in radiation litigation actions, encourage rational government actions, support sound research and h e l ~
bring about puhlic education in this area!,
One possible approach suggested by Sodolski is the formation of an alliance~amongmnnufacturcrs and users patterned
on one set up in response to a move to ban chlorofluorocarbons. These chemicals, used in refrieeration equiprnrnt and
aerosol cans, are believed to cause the catulytic destruction of
the earth's ozone layer. The degree of depletion is uncertain
and is the subject of intense scientific debate. A detailed proposal for such an alliance on radiofrequency and microwave
radiation will he presented at the meeting.
Amonn the attornevs scheduled to discuss litieation
~ - strate~ - - ~
gies are LT&T's ~bridtopherMills, Richard Bennett of BenGodnett & Bennett. NY Teleohone's Saul Scheir. Bell Labs'
frey Preiser, daytheon< William Van ~ e & e r tand pacific
Telephone &Telegraph's Roger Downes.
Attendance at the meeting is by invitation only and costs
$250. In an effort to encourage a f;ee exchange of ideas on
this "sensitive subject," the seminar will beclosed to the press
and all cameras and recording equipment will he bannedfrom
the meeting rooms. A similar seminar was held last year (see
MWN, June 1981). 0

Blologleal Effects.. .Dr. Jim Toler of the Georgia Institute of Technology has been awarded $71,00ObyEPAto develop anew dosimetry
system for his chronic studv of the effects of 500 MHz radiation.
~olerhar developed a new t h e of radiation exposure facility involving circular, parallel waveguides stacked in a tier arrangement. These
will be housed in a converted grain silo, which has the advantage of
allowing easy control of its temperature and humidity. According to
present plans,Toler's team will run alifetimestudyof95 rats exposed
to unmodulated 500 MHz fields; 95 control rats will be housed in a

similar silo. They will then attempt to discover the causes of death.
Thelevciof exposure is tentatively set at 10mW/cm2,though nodecision will be made until a pilot study is completed. Thepreliminary.expcriment could start this winter, and the full study could get under
way by nextsummeror fall.. ..The AFSchoolof AerospaceMedicine
at Brooks AFB,TX, has contracted with theuniversityof Utahfor a
15-month research aroiect on the bioloeical effects of millimeter
radintion-in Ihc 26.5 G ~ O G Hfrequency
Z
range.The work. which
is a continuation of a previous effort, involves the measurement of

Do-lt-Yourself Oven Checks
A southern California public library now offers borrowers
more than hooks: a meter to check microwave ovens for
radiation leaks. The Orange city library's El Modena branch
has developed a lending program that makes reliable equipment available to oven owners.
Barbara Brotherton, the unit's librarian, came up with the
idea after receiving a number of questions about microwave
oven safety. The library purchased the HI-1501 meter and will
lendit out with an easy to follow instruction booklet prepared
by the manufacturer, Holaday Industries, Inc. of Eden
Prairie, MN. The equipment cost the library less than $400.
Holaday's Burton Gran reports that the company now
hopes to interest other communities in similar programs and is
mailing information to 3,000 public libraries. The program
"provides an excellent opportunity to educate the public
about oven safety," he explained, "and of course, it also provides a new market for our product!'
The HI-I501 can measure 2450 MHz radiation used for
most microwavecookin.eat oowerlevels from .O1 mW/cm2 110
uW/cml) and up. The &reau of Rndiological Hcalth has ;el
acccptahleernission limits for new ovens at I rnW/cm2at a distance of 5 cm (2 inches) from the oven surface and at
5 mW/cm2 for used equipment. Q
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physical quantities such as complex permittivities of biological materials at these frequencies. Professor Om Gandhi is the principal lnvestigator.. .On another front, the AF has just received anumber of
proposals in response to arequest for asurvey of RFinteractions with
biological systems, with special emphasis on where the interactions
might occur.. ..The Plenum Publishing Co. in Ncw York City has
issued Biological Wfects and Dosimetry of Non-Ionizing Radiation:
Radiofrequency and Microwove Energies. The volume, the proceedines o f a NATO Advanced Studv Institute meetine held in Erice.
Sicilv, k a r c h - ~ a r i l1981.
WIE edit& bv
~~,
-~~ at th;
-, Dr.
-~ M. Grkdolfo
superior lnnimre of Health in Rome, Italy: Dr. S. ~ichaclsono i the
University of Rochester: and Dr. A. Rindi ofthe National lnrlitureof
Nuclear Physics in Romc. Thr 650-page book cosls 579.50 in the US
and Canada and $95.40 elsewhere.
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Commnoications.. .Onondaga, NY. has mendedits moratorium on
new broadcast sources in order to develop a town RF/MW exposure
standard. (See Standards Update.). .A local suit to block construction of I n ' s proposed 20-watt relay tower in Coventry, CT, is now
expected to come before the state's Superior Court in November at
the earliest. Although community concern has focused on microwave
health hazards. the case will address zoning board procedures. The
board approved the tower on April 20. (See MWN, June and September 1982.). ..The FCC's Private Radio Bureau has puhlishcd a
Private Microwave Licensing Policy Study, August 1982, which reviews currcnt rulcs and cxaiincr possible deregulatory actions. A
limited number of copies arc nvailable from the FCC's Office of
Public Affairs. Room 207. 1919 M Srrecl. NW. Washincton. DC
20554, (202) 254-7674. otherwise, they cad be purchased-from the
Downtown Copy Center, 1114 21st Street, NW, Washington, DC
20037, (202) 452-1422.. ..Three competing transmission systems for
stereo TV are compared in the September IEEE Spectrum. The US
Electronic Industries Association (EIA), which has tested the systems. plans to recommend one to the FCC as a transmission standard. An EIA reuort. Multichannel Television Sound: the Basis for
Selecrion o / ~ ~ i n g l e ~ r o n d o Vol.
r d , 1, is availnble from lhcEIA. 2600
1Strcct. N\V, Washinglon. DC20006.. ..Commentssubmittedon the
FCC's proposed allocation o f 6 MHz for shared fixed services us^. by
government and others are outlined in the August 30 Broadcasting.
In its September 20 issue, the magazine summarizes industry response to the FCC's proposal for creating more FM radio slots.. .A
report on electronic espionage and the Soviet-owned estate in Glen
Cove, NY, appears in the September 3 Science. In "Evading the
Soviet Ear at Glen Cove." William Broad notes that this post on
Long Island could easily be used to monitor the busy communications traffic along the Northeastern seaboard.. .Those interested in
this subject are referred to James Bramford's new book, The Puule
Pa1ace:A Report on NSA, America'sMost Secret Agency, published
bvHouehtonMifflin
Co. in Boston..MAD16.95).
.TheSeotember.
,~ .
October 1982issue ofRodio Science features acol1cctiou ofpapers on
"Mathematical Models in Radio Propagation!' These papers were
originally presented at a symposium held in conjunction with the
XXth URSI meeting In Washington, DC, in August 1981.

.
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CompatibUity and Inlerferenee.. .The FCC has decided to re-elassify
coin-operated electronic games from Class B to Class A computing
devices. subied only to verification bv the manufacturer. Des~ite
reoortsof interference from electronic names. mostlv to land mokile
radio communications, the commission loosened the rulcr because it
believes that Class A restrictions should besuflicient to protect communication rcccivcrs. But the FCC did move up the datc for compliance as compared to other Class A computing devices: all coinoperated games manufactured after December 1, 1982 must be
verified before marketing. The commission warned, however, that if
Class A restrictions are found t o be insufficient it will initiate rule
making to impose Class B requirements. The FCC advises that it
"will be closely monitoring this situation for the next year or so!'.
In a related decision, the FCC has denied a petition by Texas Instruments to classify hand-held electronicgames according to their clock
frequency. The commission concluded that clock frequency alone
does not determine the potential for interference. Hand-held games
manufactured after October 1,1983, must be verified for compliance
~~~

~

~

~~.

..
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with Class B rules ....The National Association of Broadcasters
(NAB), among others, has tiledcomments with IheFCConapetition
from RFPower Labs to allow a wireless security system tooperateat
UHF-TV frequencies. The NAB cites the dangers of interference to
luw-power TV stations. .On August 30, theFCC detected "appreciable" power increases in AM broadcasts from Cuba on 570 kHz,
670 kHz. 1040 kHz. 1160 kHz and 1380 kHz. Of the 96 AM stations
that could have been affected, only WHO In Des Moincs, IA, complained that the Cuban signals caused interference.. .The Senate
Foreign Relations Committee approved plans for Radio Marti
(S.1853) by a vote of 11-5 on September 9. The measure now awaits
action by the full Senate. A companion bill (H.R. 5427) has already
passed the House.. Attendees at the International Coflerence on
Electromagnetic Compatibility, organized by the Institution of Electronic and Radio Engineers in England, werescheduled to hear Dr. J.
M. Thomson of the Royal Aircraft Establishment in Farnborough
deliver the keynote address on "Research on EMC for Aircraft Systems," at the University of Surrey on September 21. Among theother
papers to be presented were "The Interference Effects of Citizen
Band Radio," by A.C.D. Whitehouseofthe Homeoffice and "The
Susceptibility of Analog Circuits to Radiofrequency Interference:
Boscombe
Prediction and Measurement." by M. Elliot of A.Down.

..

.

..

~ Texas
Government.. .The Bureau of Radiation Control ( B R C ) ~the
Department of Health in Austin, TX, held a fiveday workshop on
Radiofrequency Electromagnetic Principles and Survey Techniques
for Health Physicists, August 23-27. Experts from EPA. BRH and
OSHA participated in the training program. According to the
bureau's Suzv Kent.. the~-BRC now has 16 field inroectors who can
monitor bold X-ray and non.ionizing radiation r d i k s , including
microwaveovcnr. RFswlerr and heaters, broadcast communications
sources and medical devices like diathermy machines. The workshop
attendees were taught how to use Narda and Holaday meters. Kent
said that the BRC intends to buy an Instruments for Industry meter
to measure low freauenw
. . radiation.. .The FCC has issued its 47th
AnnuolReoort/F~~coI
Ym-1981.It uresents a wealth of details on the
commisri&'s many programs. The report (No. 004~00-00395-1)is
available from the Government Priming Oilice, Washington DC
20420, (202) 783-3238. The price had yet to be determined at press
time.
~
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.
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The National Institute of Environmental Health
International
Sciences (NIEHS) has published the Proceedings of bhe] US-USSR
Workshop on Physical Factors: Microwaves and Low Frequency
Fields, dated A p d 1981. The workshop was held at the University of
Washington. Seattle, in June 1979. Copies are available from Dr.
Donald McRee. NIEHS. PO Box 12233. Research Ttianele Park. NC
~;oleclionB O ~ ~ ~ ~ Nhas
RPB)
27709.. ..The ~ational'~ndiological
issued a report, Tile U'ork of the NRPB 1977/80 anda Review of the
Firsr I0 Years. Though focussing mainly on ionizing radiation, the
rcpart does includc a brief review of the board's work on nonionizing radiation. Contact: NRPB. Chillon. Didcot. Oxfordshire
0x11 ORQ. United Kingdom.

..

Measurement. EPA has published a summary of its Radiofreauencv Measurements Workshoo. held in Las Veeas.
- . NV..November
j-5.1G80.
ob;ervatians
on a number of RF/MW
- - , ~ ~ The
-. ...reaortnrerents
~ ~
~-~~~ ~~~~-~~
meters, including thoae manufactured by Holaday, Instruments for
Industry. Narda and General Microwave. The workshop participanls
conclude that, "At present. thestateoftheartof electromagneticsurvey instrumentation and survey techniques is such that under certain
conditions, valid measurements can be made; however, a general
statement about the validitv and reliabilitv of such measurements
under all conditions cannot be m3de because of the following problems: (1) Publ~shedinstrument spccificat~ousare generally incomplete; e.&, it is often unclear as to the applic~bililyof rrcquency response data at frequencies where the instrument was not calibrated
and there is usually no indication as to out-of-band performance or
susceotibilitv to interference from radiofreauencv
. . simals
- (RFI)
.
. by
.
!hcin\truments. (2) Published instrument specifiwlionsarcoften unreliable; e.g.. the response of individual instruments docs not always
~
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aeree with the calibration orovided bv the manufacturer. 13)
. . Measurements are nftcn made under
uncontrolled and/orunknowncondi~tionr. (4) hlcasurcmentr arcoftcn made with instrumenlation and/or
techniques inappropriate to the conditions present at the time and
location of the measurement. (5) In general, there is alack ofsuitabiy
calibrated antenna, for various regions of the spectrum, that can be
used for spatial characterization of the electromagnetic environment
in a given frequency domain!' They recommend that agroup such as
ANSI set standards for minimal uniform reoortine of oerformine
characteristics and for minimal testing procedures for existing meters
and for performance characteristics of future ones. And that, "Standardized measurement techniques hedeveloped based on existing instrumentation, applicable standards and exposure situations." The
%page report, No. EPA 520/2-82410. July 1982. will be available
from the National Technical Information Service, Springfield, VA
22161, though its NTIS order number and price hav; not yet been
The September issue of l&l & Meanrrement World
assigned
features a chart of many RF/MW spectrum analyzers, listing their
key operating characteristics.. .The Continuing Education Institute
is sponsoring a short course on Microwave Theory and Measure.
ments to be held in Columbia, MD, on November 2-5, and in Palo
Alto, CA, on November 30-December 3. The course w i l l be taught by
Dr. Stephen Adams of Hewiett Packard; the feeis $750. Formore information contact CEI, 10889 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, CA
NBS has prepared A Bibliography on
90024, (213) 824-9545
Laboralory Accreditorion (No. NBSIR 82-2523). a compilati~inof
references from 16 countries. It is available from NTIS (see above)
for $12. Ordcr No. PB 82-237694.
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Medical Applleatlons.. .'Wo researchers working in London have investigated the effects of pulsed electromagnetic fields (PEMQ-the
type used to heal non-union fractures-on the nerve cells of rats. In
the August 21 issue of Lancet, A.R.M, Raji and Ruth Bowden indicate that they have found "significant evidence that PEMF has no effect on heaithy nerves but that beneficial effects are obtained in
treatine deeeneratins and rcaeneratine, nerves after crushine, (and
after
o r i & m suture) of nerves in rats." ~ h e v s-u s i sasa
t
-.... section
....- a n d r~
possible mechanism an increase in blood flow, though they recommend more studies: "There is a need for carefully conlrolied clinical
Irials of the cffects of PEMF upon the degree and quality of func.Writing in
tional recovery after peripheral nerve injuries in man!'.
the Journalof lheAmericmMedicalAssociation (August 27). a doci
his concern about a recent o&er by Dr. Antor from ~ a w a iraises
drew Basset1 and co-workers that reoorted success& in h d i n e nonunion fractures with PEMFs. (SCCMWN,~ b c 1982.)
h
He r&ommends a controlled double-blind study on the safety and efficacy of
using PEMF treatments to ensure that they are preferred over spontaneous healing; he also questions their cost effectiveness. Bassett's
team responds that many of the fractures cited in his original report
had not healed spontaneously-a group of 332 patients had an average disability time of 4.7 years, and in 29 percent of the cases at least
one orthopedic surgeon had recommended amputation. They do
point out, however, that such a double-hlindstndy is now underway
in the United Kingdom. With respect to cost, they note that a financial analysis by an insurancecompany had found that "PEMF treatment reduces medical costs to a greater edent than any other theraaeutic olan. short of a simnle olaster cast and crutches." The study
cited h; ~ a i q e tist heine carhedaut at anumber of research centers
the UK and is being coordinated by Elecrro-Biology lntvrnationai
(UK) Ltd. in Reading.. . .The National Cancer Institute (NCI) wants
to develop guidelines for theuse of NMR imagers. The institute plans
to havea contractor compare NMR to other diagnosticimaging techniques. RE' NCI-CM-37564-27 is scheduled for release at the end of
Seotember with orowsals due on December 1.. ..The Plenum Publishing Co. in N;W York City has issued a new book. Hyperthermia
andcancer, by George Haltn ofStanford University Medical Center.
The 275-page book costs $35.UO in the US and Cnn3da and $12.00
elsewhere .... More than 200 papers were presented at the first
Southern Biomedical Engineering CoMerence hcld in Sltreveport,
LA, last June7-8. Abnracls of the oaoers nre nubiished in Biofnater~ols,Med~calDevices o n d ~ r r d i c 8dgans.
i
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....The Association for the Advancement of Medical Instrumcntation recorded the technical sessions at its annual meeting. Cassettes
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on NMR imaging and hyperthermia therapy for cancer, among many
other subjects addressed at the May 9-12 conference, are available
from Eastern Audio Assodatcs in Columbia, MD. (301) 596-3900.
They are $16.00 each.. .Theofficeof Technology Assessment has rcleased o report, Strotegier for Medical techno log^ Assessment,
critical of current methods of evaluating the safety, efficacy, cost and
social impact of medical systems. The repon (No. 052603408874)
is available from the Government Printing Office, Washington, DC
20052 for $7.50.. ..When using NMR machines, be careful: the fields
can demagnetize your credit cards, making them useless.

.

Military Systemu. ..The air force has identified possible sites for its
West Coast Over-the-Horizon Backscattcr (07'H-B) radar and mill
evaluate them in n draft environmental impact statement (EIS) to be
ormared by SRI International. The AF will consider two different
iocations near Christmas Valley, OR, for the radar transmitter and
two sites 35 miles from Alturas, CA, for the OTH-B receiver. The
transmitter site wiil require about I000 acres and the receiver site
about 700 acres. Possible locations for the operations center include
Kingsiey Field, OR; Mountain Home AFB, ID, McCiellan AFB, CA;
and McChord AFB. WA. The AF plans to have the draft EIS ready
The navy is contending that a
for public review in early 1983
House Appropriations defense subcommittee is forcing it to spend
more Ulan 685 million on a ohased arrav radar svstem it does not
want, according lo an item inihe~eptember14 wnshrngron Post. The
X-band radar for the Mark 92 fire control system aboard the navy's
FFG7 frigate is being built by the Sperry Corp. in Great Neck, NY.
The measure is supported by Congressman Joseph Addnbbo (D-NY),
the chairmanof the subcommittee whorcpresents aconstituency near
the Sperry plant.. .The Coast Guatd has announced that the eighth
and final OMEGA station went into operation in mid-August near
the
~- town of Waodside in southeast Auslraiia.The OMEGA Navieation Systcm uses n very iou frequency signal (10.2-13.6 kHz) to provide ships and aircraft ,vith a means of determining their location
anywhere in the world to an accuracy of two to four nautical miles.
Other OMEGA stations are already in operation in North Dakota
and Hawaii. and in Argentina, Rance's Reunion Island, Japan,
Liberia and Noway. The Coast Guard is in the midst of a study to
verify the overall system's accuracy and extent of coverage.. ,By the
end of the decade, DoD plans to haveits Navstar satellite navigation
system in operation. Meanwhile, Aviation Week& Space Bchnolog
(August 30) reports that the USSR is planning its own system which is
nearly identical to Navstar.. ..The September 20 Businessweek features a cover story on "Killer Electronic Weaponry," with details on
how the Israelis knocked out Svrian radars durina the invasion of
w stomeet in San FranLebanon.. . ~ h e ~ s s o c i a t i o n o f ~ l d ~ risaset
cisco, CA, October 12-14. The symposium wiil highlight the latest developments in electroaic warfare.
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The FCC's recently released interim
Mobile Communicalions
report, Future Privale Land Mobile Biecornmunicolions Requirements, predicts a substantial excess demand for services by 1990. In
addition to evaluating the future market, the report reviews the spectrum currently available for mobile communications and the potential sources for additional capacity. Comments on the draft are due
November 19. A limited number of copies are available from the
FCC's Office of Public Affairs, (202) 254-7674.. ..A flood of major
amendments to cellular applications received on June 7 has slowed
down processing and has prompted the commission to stop accepting
new filings for the time being.. .The commission published its final
rules on releasing the remaining frequencies in the 806-821 and
851-866 MHz bands for private land mobile radio services (PLMRS)
in the September 16FedemIRegegir(47FR4i002). .Thefinal FCC
action allocating frequencies in the 928-941 MHz band for PLMRS
appears in the September 8 Federal Register (47 FR 39502).

.

..

Wupstional Health.. .OSHA's Training Institute in Des Plaines,
IL, outside Chicago, has expanded its facilities.Theinstitute features
a non-ionizing radiation laboratory.. .The Continuing Engineering
Studies program at Northwestern University's Technological Insti-

.

